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 Economy 
 

 NBR collects BDT 600 bn in source tax thru e-TDS in 9 months  

  The National Board of Revenue collected source tax of about BDT 600 bn through its electronic tax deducted at source system in 

October-June of the fiscal year 2021-2022, according to NBR data. 

 The NBR launched the system named e-TDS environment on October 6, 2021 for tax deducted at source to settle claims of tax and 

refund advance income tax to taxpayers online. 

 

[Read more]  

 ICDs now hike container handling charge by 25%  

  Private inland container depots (ICDs) have raised charges for their services involving handling export-laden containers by 25% citing 

the August 5 hike in fuel prices. 

 Charges for five types of services which required the use of diesel, such as vehicular and equipment operations, needed to be adjusted 

for the price of each litre of the fuel being increased to BDT 114 from BDT 80. 

 

[Read more]  

 Truck fare rises BDT 0.25 per egg, retail price shoots by BDT 3  

  Following the recent fuel price hike, truck fares on various routes have increased by BDT 500-1,200 on average, according to transport 

service providers. 

 On the other hand, prices of almost all vegetables in Dhaka's kitchen markets were found to have increased by about BDT15-20 a kg. 

 

[Read more]  

 Bank 
 

 12 banks earned 14.27 bn by overcharging for dollars  

  Bangladesh Bank's recent data showed that 12 banks exploited the condition as dollar prices kept rising to as high as BDT 120 recently, 

making a profit of BDT 14.27 bn more, compared to the same period of the last calendar year, which was only BDT 4.65 bn. 

 Bank Asia, in particular, saw a 770% year-on-year growth in its forex transactions from first half of 2021 

 

[Read more]  

 23 banks apply to BB for selling cash dollars at 666 branches  

  The Bangladesh Bank (BB) has received applications from 23 banks seeking approval for 666 branches to sell dollars in cash. 

 Earlier on 11 August, the Bangladesh Bank issued letters to all commercial banks seeking applications to let them sell dollars at the 

branch level eying to reduce dependency on money changers. 

 

[Read more]  

 BFIU seeks loan details of South Bangla Bank chairman  

  The Bangladesh Financial Intelligence Unit (BFIU) has asked banks to provide loan details of South Bangla Agriculture and Commerce 

Bank Chairman Abdul Kadir Molla. 
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 Borrowers are given foreign currency loans at a minimum cost from the EDF, a refinancing fund created from the foreign exchange 

reserve for bringing export proceeds. 

[Read more]  

 Commodity 
 

 Sugar, lentil: Traders make higher profit from sales in packets  

  Businesses are making a higher profit from selling sugar and lentil in packages, breaching the rules of essential commodity distribution 

and affecting consumers, said a Bangladesh Trade and Tariff Commission (BTTC) report. 

 The commission said traders are selling a kilogramme of sugar at as high as BDT 95 and lentil at BDT 190 in package forms, which are 

higher than the prices of loose or unpackaged sugar and lentil available in the market. 

 

[Read more]  

 Gold price rises to BDT 83,281 a bhari  

  Jewellers on Sunday increased the price of gold by BDT 1,225 to BDT 83,281 a bhari (11.664 grams) on the local market, said a press 

release. 

 The price of 21-karat gold has been raised to BDT 79,490 a bhari from BDT 78,324 a bhari and that of 18-karat gold to BDT 68,118 a 

bhari from BDT 67,126 a bhari. 

 

[Read more]  

 Capital Market  

 Delay in IPO fund utilisations deprive investors  

  Usually, general investors decide to invest in a new firm after analysing its prospectus but firms forget their commitments after raising 

the IPO funds 

 Some listed companies have delayed using their initial public offering (IPO) funds by showing trivial reasons, depriving investors of 

their timely benefits. 

 

[Read more]  

 Global News  

 Fresh fuel blow to Europe  

  Russia will halt natural gas supplies to Europe for three days at the end of the month via its main pipeline into the region, state energy 

giant Gazprom said on Friday, piling pressure on the region as it seeks to refuel ahead of winter. 

 The unscheduled maintenance on the Nord Stream 1 pipeline, which runs under the Baltic Sea to Germany, deepens an energy standoff 

between Moscow and Brussels which has already helped send inflation surging in the region and raised the risk of rationing and 

recession. 

 

[Read more]  
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